
PAX Kernel Recipe – PAX Quiet

The PAX Good Behavior Game® betters children’s lifetime outcomes, and betters the world. This  PAX Kernel Recipe™ joins communities of PAX 
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Institute, 2020 may be reproduced without cost, with the copyright and trademark notices present. PAX Good Behavior Game® and  PAX Kernel 
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PAX Quiet is an Evidence-Based Kernel that reduces student transition times and response times by 
serving as a universal cue for attention. Using PAX Quiet prevents the cycle of coercion and frustration 
that can occur when students do not provide attention or follow directions.

Step-by-Step Procedure

1. Review the PAX Quiet procedure with students: Stop what you are doing; Stop talking; Raise  
    hand in PAX; Eyes on the adult.
2. Gain students’ attention by blowing the harmonica with low notes or use the PAX Up! App to  
     recreate the harmonica sound then, raise your hand in PAX Quiet.
3. Thank and commend students on their quick response to PAX Quiet. Ensure that students have  
     stopped, gotten quiet, and given attention before going forward with instructions. 

Keep in Mind

• When groups of students are having difficulty giving attention quickly, do not blow the harmonica 
repeatedly. Instead try the process over again.
• For individual students who struggle to give attention right away, try giving PAX Quiet and the
instructions that follow while standing near them.
• Do not use PAX Quiet to merely quiet children down.
 
PAX Quiet prompts rapid student cooperation. This reduces transition time and allows teachers and 
students to maintain effective communication. When teachers make expectations clear and students 
respond to requests quickly and accurately, this  improves peace, productivity, health, and happiness for 
everyone.
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